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Press release Nuremberg Fair 2012
Uhlenbrock Elektronik GmbH and GamesOnTrack A/S announces Uhlenbrock to distribute
the GamesOnTrack Product Program GT-Command and GT-Position exclusively in
Germany.
Press contact: Uhlenbrock Elektronik GmbH, Mercatorstr. 6, 46244 Bottrop, Germany,
+49 2045 85830, info@uhlenbrock.de, www.uhlenbrock.de
or 62. International Toy Fair Nürnberg 2012, Hall 4A, A-221
Press contact: GamesOnTrack A/S
c/o Niels Bo Theilgaard, Uhresøvej 35, 7500 Holstebro Denmark, +45 3070 3777,
nb@gamesontrack.com, www.gamesontrack.dk , H4A, Stand A-227
The GamesOnTrack product program is targeted at
model railway groups which want to build and rebuild
their layouts quickly, save wires, and drive intensively
using automations as well as manual drive also including
voice control.
The innovative indoor GPS-system in GT-Position copies
the outdoor real worlds GPS to model railways with exact
positions of trains on the layout thus saving the wire based
traditional feedback system.
Rüdiger Uhlenbrock, Uhlenbrock Elektronik GmbH: “We
have established a well functioning relationship with
GamesOnTrack.Their innovative products extend our existing
product portfolio and are an interesting offer for all model railroaders.. We are happy to launch GTCommand and GT-Position with all our dealers in Germany. Throughout the last 6 months we have
build a strong in house capability to support the program in the German market. We look forward to
see how this program can simplify and reintroduce model trains in the younger generation, and we
expect GamesOnTrack can continue to introduce more innovations along these lines in the years to
come”.
Niels Bo Theilgaard, GamesOnTrack A/S: “Uhlenbrock Elektronik GmbH represents an ideal
partner for us in Germany. With Uhlenbrock´s strong dealer network and with Uhlenbrock´s well
recognised technical capacity the customers can rely on support for our new products. The smooth
integration with the whole Uhlenbrock Digital product program is a powerful combination for
existing and new customers. GamesOnTrack becomes an intelligent way to launch new products,
games, and services in the model train - and model car world. Although the distribution agreement is
for Germany the customers outside will also benefit from our cooperation. ”
With GT-Position you need two wires for the layout: Red and brown. And you can quickly build a
layout, draw it up automatically, automate it with blocks etc, and tear it down and build a new one.

